To obtain S SB AB we look at all the possible triads of members in a team that include members A and B. Then, we count the number of balanced triads t bal (Y ) when l AB = Y , and the number of balanced triads t bal (N ) when l AB = N . We the obtain
According to structural balance theory, a balanced triad is one in which there is an odd number of positive reciprocal interactions. A positive reciprocal interaction is one such that
For all the graphs and discussions in the main text we use the definition above for the structural balance-based score. One may argue, however, that this definition is somewhat restrictive because if an interaction is not reciprocal to start with, each of the nodes can only improve overall balance by switching, but never by staying in the same state. Therefore, we also consider here a second structural balance score S SB2 AB
that is, the difference between the number of balanced triangles when both links AB and BA are positive and the number of balanced triangles when both links AB and BA are negative. As we show in Supplementary Figure 1 , this definition does not yield higher predictive power than the one discussed in the main text. 
